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Lepton Flavor is definitely violated, so where is it?

Neutrino Physics | Motivations 

  |να⟩ = ∑
i=e,μ,τ

Uiα |νi⟩ ⟹ Mν ≠ 0
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Figure 6. Projected measurements of sin2 ✓13 vs. sin2 ✓23 when unitarity is violated (N3 ⇡ 2). For DUNE’s long-
baseline measurement of Pµ⌧ (green), we simulate data assuming the underlying mixing matrix is non-unitary, and
extract the measurement of these parameters assuming the matrix is unitary.

in the PMNS paradigm can be found in Ref. [15], where it was demonstrated how unitarity triangles ⇢xy+i⌘xy
can be used. In Ref. [15], we showed that, like here, separating analysis results by di↵erent oscillation channels
can lead to inconsistent fits. In the following subsections, we carry out a global fit to the LMM that can
directly test unitarity.

5.2 Measurements of the Electron and Muon Rows

Before looking at the global fit results of the LMM elements, we show the results for the absolute-value-
squared of matrix elements in the electron and muon rows from a fit to certain subsets of the experiments
we consider. Showing these subsets of experiments illustrates how combinations of di↵erent measurements
a↵ect our understanding of the various |U↵k|

2. This is performed for the electron and muon rows, where
individual experimental measurements are only sensitive to those elements. We do not do this for the tau
row, because there is not nearly as much experimental information for it, and the oscillation probability P⌧⌧

has never been measured.
Electron Row Only: Figure 7 (left) displays the current knowledge of the electron row |Uek|

2 for a
subset of the existing experiments we discussed in Section 3. Each panel displays two-dimensional projections
of the test statistic ��2 for these CL, after marginalizing over the third, unseen parameter.

We show results individually from KamLAND, SNO and Super-K measurements of solar neutrinos from
CC interactions, and Daya Bay, in addition to a joint fit to these three sets of results. Note that due to not
marginalizing over any parameters before performing the joint fit, the resulting two-dimensional ��2 contours
do not follow the näıve expectation as a result of degeneracies in the parameter space. For example, Daya
Bay measures the combination 4 |Ue3|

2 (|Ue1|
2 + |Ue2|

2)/N2
e , which is degenerate under |Ue1|

2
$ |Ue2|

2, such
that it appears that Daya Bay places no constraint in the upper-left panel of Fig. 7 (left), showing constraints
in the |Ue1|

2
� |Ue2|

2 plane. However, Daya Bay constraints on |Ue3|
2 as a function of |Ue1|

2 , |Ue2|
2 combine

with solar measurements in the |Ue2|
2
� |Ue3|

2 plane to bound |Ue2|
2 and |Ue1|

2, such that the best-fit regions
are the small black elliptical contours shown in the figure. Note that in this procedure the only constraint we
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CLFV Schedule
Preliminary Mu2e-II scenario based on Snowmass RPF summary:
‣ CD-0 by 2028
‣ Construction 2028-2032
‣ Data 2033-2037
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μ-e sector: mass reach
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EFT framework

𝜿𝜿𝑫𝑫 = 𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄(𝜽𝜽𝑫𝑫 − ⁄𝝅𝝅 𝟐𝟐)

κD: relative strength of dipole vs four-
fermion operators (inspired from the 
“κ parameterization” in 1303.0497)

|κD |<< 1 dipole dominant
|κD| >> 1 four-fermion dominant

Reach on NP mass scale of past and future experiments as a function of κD

A systematic way of deriving the reach / complementarity of the main muon reactions

S . Davidson, B E , 2204.00564 

µN→ eN µ → eee µ → eγ
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Upcoming experiments will probe 
NP mass scale above 104 TeV

over a large fraction of the 
parameter space

• Very high scale probed! 
Discovery opportunities in 
current and planned searches

• Notion of  ‘best probe’ is 
model-dependent

5

orders of magnitude different from the other coefficients, we also plot the reach in a parametrization similar to that
introduced in [19] by defining a variable

D = cotan(✓D � ⇡/2) . (III.1)

This non-linear transformation magnifies the regions where the dipole contribution either dominates the four-fermion
interactions (✓ = 0,⇡) or is suppressed (✓ = ⇡/2). We also define a similar variable V , that magnifies the regions
where leptonic four-fermion coefficients are much larger or smaller than those with quarks. We subtract ⇡/2 in order
to have µ ! e� larger at the centre of the plot, following [19]. However, this choice means that =0 corresponds to
both to ✓ = 0 and ✓ = ⇡, and the rates can be discontinuous at 0 while they are continuous at ±1. This can be
observed in figure 3.
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FIG. 1. Reach as a function of (left) the angle ✓D, which parametrizes the relative magnitude of dipole and four-fermion
coefficients, and (right) the variable D = cotan(✓D �⇡/2). The scale ⇤ is defined in eqn (II.1) with the coefficients normalised
according to Table II. The solid region is currently excluded.

Figure 2 displays the reach as a function of ✓V , which is effectively the angle between the µ ! eēe and µA! eA
four-fermion operators. Results for a vanishing dipole contribution (✓D = ⇡/2) shows that µ ! eēe vanishes at
✓V = ⇡/2 and µA! eA at ✓V = 0,⇡. Adding a small negative dipole coefficient, µ ! eēe doesn’t vanish anymore
since the dipole contributes independently as well as in interference with the four-fermion contributions, and the
rate is reduced when this interference is destructive. The magnitude of the negative dipole coefficient is larger for
✓D = 3⇡/4, exhibiting that µA! eA vanishes when the dipole cancels the four-fermion contributions. Similar plots
for V = cotan(✓V � ⇡/2) are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 illustrates the complementarity of heavy and light targets for µA!eA, by plotting the conversion ratios
as function of ~C · ~eAlight / sin� and ~C · ~eAheavy? / cos�. Recall that ~C · ~eAheavy? parametrizes the independent
information obtained with Au. This additional contribution to µAu ! eLAu causes the rate to vanish at a different
value than that of the light targets. The dipole, which also contributes to µA ! eA, was taken to either vanish
(✓D = ⇡/2), be positive (✓D = 3⇡/4) or negative (✓D = ⇡/4). This illustrates the impact of ~C · ~eD on the rate:
cancellations can occur among the dipole and four-fermion contributions, as well as between the two independent
combinations of four-fermion coefficients.

Finally, the dependence of the sensitivity on the angle � and the variable D is exhibited in Figure 5. As expected,
the µ ! e� and µ ! eēe processes are independent of �. The shape of the conversion processes on light and heavy
targets are globally similar, although the ridges along which the rates cancel are slightly different.

Davidson-Echenard 2204.00564

• Sensitivity is dominated by low-energy muon decay / conversion 
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CLFV in EFT

S . Davidson, B E , 2204.00564 

µN→ eN µ → eee µ → eγ
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θD angle between the dipole and four-fermion type of operators
θV angle between four-fermion operators on leptons or quarks

Reach on NP mass scale of past and future experiments

θS angle between scalar and vector operators for µ→ e e e
φ angle between “light: and “heavy” operators in µN→ e N conversion

See talk by Andre and Vincenzo

Ultimately want to 
test unitarity in 
lepton sector

CLFV can prove 
masses  
TeV. Strongest 
constraints on many 
models.  

𝒪(103 − 104)



U(1)Lμ−Lτ
× U(1)Lμ+Lτ−2Le

See talk by Yuri and Eric

Muonium Oscillations

At AMF:
§ Both backgrounds can be suppressed with a pulsed beam and 

waiting out the muon lifetime;
§ can make up the muon flux at a hotter beam, which did not exist at 

the time of MACS;
§ An improvement of x100 should be achievable at AMF.

Design of experiment still needs to be finalized!

Signal = "! coinciding with an $%;
Backgrounds = $% $! scattering and rare "% → $%$%$!5&65' . 

The Advanced Muon Facility at Fermilab – Sophie Middleton – sophie@fnal.gov 21

§ Double CLFV.
§ Limit set by MACS at PSI: P(MMi ) ≤ 8.3 × 10–11 (90% C.L.)

"%$! ↔ "!$%
§ Lots of new physics: Leptoquarks, doubly charged Higgs, 

Heavy Majorana neutrinos,...

See talk by Sophie and Daniel
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PIP-II @ Mu2e-II

5

PIP-II designed to deliver 800 MeV  beam to the Booster
‣ Chopper system can produce an arbitrary pattern of filled or empty 162.5 MHz buckets
‣ The maximum current

Mu2e-II will get a beam at upstream end of transfer line to Booster
‣ Need to build a beamline to deliver beam to Muon Campus

H−

∼ 2mA

Mu2e will improve the current limit 
on conversion rate  by four 
orders of magnitude. 

Mu2e-II will improve  by  
beyond Mu2e limits.

Rμe

Rμe × 10

“AMF would enable any 
science needing high 

intensity muon beams; 
more than just CLFV 

experiments”



U(1)Lμ−Lτ
× U(1)Lμ+Lτ−2Le

What can we do with different proton energy targets?

Connections to FNAL - ACE 

      Discussion session

1.CLFV experiments 
 

2.Neutrino experiments 
 

3.Complementarity of 1&2  
 

4.Open floor 



It would be useful to have neutrino-mass motivated targets for CLFV 
experiments. Are there interesting targets to shoot for? Simplified 
models? 

Muon deep inelastic scattering on polarized targets (extension of Spin-
Quest), and potential opportunities for neutrino-DIS experiment. 

Viability of Fermilab as a leader in muon decays  (i.e.  and 
) as well as muon conversion. 

Could there be room for a neutrino factory-like concept at an advanced 
muon facility (i.e. take advantage of muon storage facility)?

μ → eγ
μ → 3e

Result of Discussion


